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ABSTRACT

My interest in architecture is it speaks for itself. The building, when understood as a physical 
manifestation, becomes a generator of culture that goes beyond architecture itself. Such 
interests is originated in a sensibility: playful experiment and serious research. The sensibility 
not only transcends the human experience through the approach towards addressing fantasy 
and programmatic specificity, but also becomes a generator of culture that goes beyond 
architecture itself.  At the center of my previous works, is a fascination with vision and 
commitment that questions the details and the whole pictures long associated with our 

culture.
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CRITICAL TEXT  AND FIGURE CAPTIONS

During the study at Cornell AAP, I have established a particular area of interest ——the interface in architecture: 
how architecture interacts with the greater environmental, social, and cultural context it shares its border with.

The interface of architecture properly demonstrates my academic interests and my reflection on the social and 
environmental crisis. These crises, for example, the human interaction with the natural world over time like 
flooding; interaction within tremendous innovations in design, material sciences, bio and information technologies; 
and interaction of food chain infrastructure with the design of cities and their architectures. These are what I am 
concerned about in my projects. These crises made me look into the interface of architecture and the whole 
environment. The purpose of establishing the interface of architecture is to recall the orderliness of iteration with 
the external environment and the correlation with the surrounding environment.

As an architecture student, I kept trying to experiment with the interface of architecture via projects with great 
diversity, including urban proposal, discourse, and socio-historical architecture. Among the four main 
representative works selected in this portfolio, it individually demonstrates a different level of the interface of the 
architecture.

In the project of Future Ruin, we began with that the complex relations between flooding environmental history 
and the human world. Flood memory serves as a critical and agentic form of social and cultural remembering of 
learning to live with floods. Drawing upon research findings that different water levels can have a significant 
impact on the preservation of the memory of the river James, we explore and analyze all landscape nodes. At 
normal low water levels, all landscape nodes can be appreciated normally, whether they have natural, industrial, 
or material memory. As the water level rises, rocks of the quarry are flooded and this material memory is obscured. 
In such a way, water levels and floods have a strong influence on the environmental and material memory at the 
site. 

To develop the project of Interactive Trees, one approach is to couple architectural designers with engineers and 
scientists within a research-based laboratory studio to develop new ways of thinking, seeing, and working in each 
of our fields. This multi-discilpnary design translates knowledge gained from nature into innovations that are 
more human-centered. By utilizing nature as an inspiration, we can learn from a system that has developed 
flexibility, adaptability, and efficiency through evolution to create an interactive design framework. 

When we researched the project of Egg Plant, we considered one aspect of infrastructure – food distribution — to 
ask: how can new approaches to infrastructure support new food distribution typologies, better integration with 
local transport systems, and more flexible distribution responses. We first analyze case studies of food distribution 
breakdowns during COVID-19 to better understand the nature and operation of supply chains. From there we 

consider food distribution typologies to develop infrastructural prototypes. These will then be deployed in two 
sites in Rochester, both in areas of significant food exclusion with attention given to how they might integrate 
with the city's transport systems — especially their waterways — to redirect excess food but also to challenge 
some of the value assumptions active in supply chain management.

For the final project of the Condom Pavilion in the portfolio, the pavilion is to dissolve the gender boundary and 
to create a gender quality space. We use the condom, a symbol of sex, to cover the sexual organs, including the 
pereion(the chest area) and genitals. Pure communication can happen, therefore, without the need for gender 
identifications. Taking advantage of the flexible characteristic of condoms, we create a flexible pavilion that can 
be reshaped by interacting with people and the wind. 

In this way, the design intervention towards the interface between architecture and its surroundings, not to dissolve 
and melt the border, nor make the border stronger, but to establish the different orderliness between architecture, 
high-end technology; environmental history, urban infrastructure, as well as gender boundary.

In the future endeavor, I will explore more the interface and interaction of architecture and the whole environment 
as well as other disciplines. I believe the different transfer of architecture borders can generate fluid, polyvalent, 
and potentially productive relations between architecture and the larger field.



01 A FUTURE RUIN
TOWARDS A POST-HISOTIRCAL 
MOUMENTAL

Environmental history is the study of human interaction with the natural world over 
time, emphasising the active role nature plays in influencing human affairs and vice 
versa. This research study places crucial importance on the material culture which 
changes over time and environment and the way that objects ‘speak’ to us through the 
memories that we associate with them.

Flood memory serves as a critical and agentic form of social and cultural remembering 
of learning to live with floods. 

Drawing upon research findings that different water levels can have a significant im-
pact on the preservation of the memory of the river James, we explore and analyse the 
all landscape nodes. At normal low water levels, all landscape nodes can be appreciat-
ed normally, whether they have natural, industrial or material memory. As the water 
level rises, rocks of quarry are flooded and this material memory is obscured. In such 
way, water levels and floods have a strong influence on the environmental and materi-
al memory at the site.

RESEARCH TEAM: Xiao Chen; Yang li Hu; Ying Xiong; Yueting Pan
DESIGN TEAM: Chen Chen; Zhongyuan Liu; Yangli Hu; Aleksandr Dmitrashchuk



The James River reaches tidewater at Richmond, where flooding may occur in any month of the 
year, most frequently in March and least in July. 

Hurricanes and tropical storms have been responsible for most of the flooding during the summer 
and early fall months. In 2004. The downtown area suffered extensive flood damage after the 
remnants of Hurricane Gaston dumped up to 12 inches of rain. 

The James River reaches tidewater at Richmond, where flooding may occur in any month of the year, most fre-
quently in March and least in July.

Hurricanes and tropical storms have been responsible for most of the flooding during the summer and early 
fall months. In 2004. The downtown area suffered extensive flood damage after the remnants of Hurricane 
Gaston dumped up to 12 inches of rain.The James River reaches tidewater at Richmond, where flooding may occur in any month of the 

year, most frequently in March and least in July. 
Hurricanes and tropical storms have been responsible for most of the flooding during the summer 
and early fall months. In 2004. The downtown area suffered extensive flood damage after the 
remnants of Hurricane Gaston dumped up to 12 inches of rain. 



We maily focused on the front river part of james river. Because we were looking for the effects of flood-
ing or water levels on the landscape, we studied several landscape nodes located within the flood 
plan. They are brown’s island dam walk also known as T. Tyler Potterfield Memorial Bridge pipeline trail 
floodwall trail mayo island and quarry remains around the island. These nodes have different parts, dam 
bridge is a bridge built over a former dam and represents the combination of industrial memory and the 
present. pipeline represents industrial memory. quarry remains represents the impact of industry on the 
environment and is also a material memory. floodwall represents the complete present. mayo island rep-
resents the natural environment. 

Floodwall Pipeline Quarry Mayo’s island Dam

Different water levels can have a significant impact on the preservation of the memory of the area. At nor-
mal low water levels, all landscape nodes can be appreciated normally, whether they have natural, indus-
trial or material memory. As the water level rises, rocks of quarry are flooded and this material memory is 
obscured. As the water level rises to 11feet, the pipeline disappears and part of the industrial memory is 
lost. At the low end of the flood, mayo island is inundated, and all you can see on the river are traces of 
humans, the floodwall and the dam bridge. 21feet, the dam is also inundated, leaving the bridge and the 
floodwall on the river, all traces of humans. When it finally reached the high flood value of 28feet, which 
existed in the records, there was nothing left on the river. All memories were obscured, whether environ-
mental, industrial or physical. Therefore we believe that water levels and floods have a strong influence 
on the environmental and material memory of the river james.
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We maily focused on the front river part of james river. Because we were looking for the effects of flood- 
ing or water levels on the landscape, we studied several landscape nodes located within the flood plan. They 
are brown’s island dam walk also known as T. Tyler Potterfield Memorial Bridge pipeline trail floodwall trail 
mayo island and quarry remains around the island. These nodes have different parts, dam bridge is a bridge 
built over a former dam and represents the combination of industrial memory and the present. pipeline rep-
resents industrial memory. quarry remains represents the impact of industry on the environment and is also a ma-
terial memory. floodwall represents the complete present. mayo island rep- resents the natural environment.

Different water levels can have a significant impact on the preservation of the memory of the area. At nor- 
mal low water levels, all landscape nodes can be appreciated normally, whether they have natural, indus- tri-
al or material memory. As the water level rises, rocks of quarry are flooded and this material memory is ob-
scured. As the water level rises to 11feet, the pipeline disappears and part of the industrial memo-
ry is lost. At the low end of the flood, mayo island is inundated, and all you can see on the river are trac-
es of humans, the floodwall and the dam bridge. 
The dam is also inundated, leaving the bridge and the floodwall on the river, all traces of hu-
mans. When it finally reached the high flood value of 28feet, which existed in the records, there was noth-
ing left on the river. All memories were obscured, whether environmental, industrial or physical. There-
fore we believe that water levels and floods have a strong influence on the environmental and material 
memory of the river james.
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SOUTHERN STATE
GRAIN ELEVATOR

Address: Manchester Drive Richmond, VA 23224

Original Purpose: Transport and Storage grain

Current State: Still in use

Year of Construction: 1940s

Owner:  Perdue Farm

1940s 1950s-1970s 2020 2045 2070 2095 2120

75 year flood line 100 year flood line25 year flood lineSummit PresentYear of construction

RUIN AS 
FUTURE MONUMENT?

Site History:

1940s: Built by Cargill
1950s-1970s: Summit: trucks some-
times lined the Mayo Bridge as they 
waited to deposit their grain.
2003: Released by Perdue Farm
2016: 3rd RVA Street Art Festival

The grain elevator is monument in its own right, itself has a powerful historical and aesthetic pres-
ence. The Southern State grain elevator is remained in use still today. It survived during the Great 
Depression, it does not entail outright abandonment, but rather a shift in use and meaning, and in its 
cultural and natural programming.

INTRODUCTION TO GRAIN ELEVATOR

1940s 1950s-1970s 2020 2045 2070 2095 2120

75 year flood line 100 year flood line25 year flood lineSummit PresentYear of construction

RUIN AS 
FUTURE MONUMENT?

Begin: the rapid growth of American agricultural production in the 1840s 
and 1850s, but especially after the Civil War, with the coming of the 
railroads. Both necessity and the prospect of making money gave birth 
to the steam-powered grain elevator -- steam-powered grain elevator in 
Buffalo, New York, in 1843.
Spread:  In farming communities, each town had one or more small grain 
elevators that served the local growers in the1850s until the first half of 
the 20th century.
Development: In more recent times with improved transportation, cen-
tralized and much larger elevators serve many farms. Some of them are 
quite large.
Integration: One of the major historical trends in the grain trade has 
been the closure of many smaller elevators, and the consolidation the 
grain trade to fewer places and among fewer companies from the 1960s.
Demolishment: In the mid-1990s, with the cost of grain so low, many 
private elevator companies once again had to merge, this time causing 
thousands of “prairie sentinels” to be torn down.

The Southern State Grain Elevator stands on the south side of the James River in Richmond, and 
there will be flooding in 10 years, 50 years, 75 years and 100 years. Most deterioration of conventional 
concrete tower silos is caused by the attack of silage acids brought by the flooding. The same acid 
also corrode silo hoops, reinforcing steels or hardwares associated with the silo as years goes by. 
The flooding would eventually make it a ruin.
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The Southern State Grain Elevator stands on the south side of the James River in Richmond, and there will 
be flooding in 10 years, 50 years, 75 years and 100 years. Most deterioration of conventional concrete tower 
silos is caused by the attack of silage acids brought by the flooding. The same acid also corrode silo hoops, 
reinforcing steels or hardwares associated with the silo as years goes by. 
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There would be several stages for the grain elevator’s decay process. And at each stage, there are two different timetables: natural colonization and human activities. For the part of human activities, the 
crumbles will be covered by fabric which create space for human use and it will naturally decayed by the time.

Each one of the four sites allows to investigate the monumentality of urban ruins from a different perspective. The proposed interventions, while seeking to address similar questions, each take a distinctive approach to the way they manipulate the 
ruins and frame them to the public: purposeful curation, phased abandonment, surrender to the natural forces, symbolic remediation. The process proposed in the project can be extended further, as Richmond, along with countless other cities around 
the country and the world, presents an extensive depository of abandoned and ruined properties. Developing new approaches to dealing with this material presence can produce more meaningful ways of reintegrating ruins into the public life than 
simply demolishing or redeveloping them. The multi-temporal nature of ruins becomes the central area of investigation in the project. Not only do the studies engage the past histories of the sites, they also propose informed projections into their fu-
tures. It is through this intersection of the two that new sets of meaning can be assigned to the ruins.The project ultimately poses the question of how the remains of the abandoned past can inform our understanding of the upcoming future. It challeng-
es the conventional narrative of progress and proposes to look at the ruins in order to establish a new definition of monumentality. Rather than providing a conclusive answer, it encourages people to search for new frameworks of understanding in the 
very transience and non-definition that the ruins represent.
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1. The Present

There are several stages for the grain eleva-
tor’s decay process. At each stage, there are 
two different timetables: natural colonization 
and human activities. 

2. The First Stage

Part of concrete will be damaged and part of 
the steels are exposed. The function part like 
the stairs can still work.

3. The Second Stage

Structures and concrete both would fall by 
the time. The srambled on the ground will be 
covered by the fabric which create space for 
temporal human use like urban explorer, and it 
will also naturally be decayed by the time. 

4. The Third Stage

Structures will be destroyed more, began to 
collapse, fall down, forming some connec-
tions above the water, etc. It will show a strik-
ing contrast between natural colonization and 
human use.

5. The Fourth Stage

The final stage will be occurred at the 100 year 
flood line when the most part of the silos are 
damaged and occupied by the natural pro-
cess.  This part will be totally taken over by 
nature, a  place for raptors to rest or for vines 
to grow over. There would be several stages for the grain elevator’s decay process. And at each stage, there are 

two different timetables: natural colonization and human activities. For the part of human activities, 
the crumbles will be covered by fabric which create space for human use and it will naturally decayed 
by the time. 
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02 INTERACTIVE
TREES
DESIGN AND MAKING ACROSS 

Although there have been tremendous innovations in design, material sciences, bio- 
and information technologies, direct interactions and collaborations between scientists, 
architects, and engineers are rare. One approach is to couple architectural designers 
with engineers and scientists within a research-based laboratory-studio to develop new 
ways of thinking, seeing, and working in each of our fields. 

This combined studio and seminar aims to engage and develop hybrid thinking in 
design through generative processes and digital fabrication of material and form across 
disciplines. Students from diverse disciplinary backgrounds investigate the intersections 
of architecture and science and apply insights and theories from biology and 
mathematics to the design, fabrication, and production of material products, prototypes, 
and digital tools. Project work will focus on responsive and adaptive interfaces and 
materials across scales and disciplines with a focus on human interaction, adaptive 
architecture, energy storage, and information display.

RESEARCH TEAM: Dainel Min; Renzhi Hu; Yangli Hu



This research reviews research on branching biology-inspired design systems, and has four main parts. The first part surveys examples relevant to bio-inspired design in branching systems. The second part presents general methods that 
support this design in human scale responsive material research. The third part is past experiments about branching systems and hinge structures. The fourth part details examples that illustrate the use of sensors in our human-interactive 
mechanism.



BIO-INSPIRED DESIGN IN A BRANCHING SYSTEM
Bio-inspired design translates knowledge gained from nature into new innovations that are more human-centered. By utilizing nature as an inspiration, we can learn from a system that has developed flexibility, adaptability and efficiency 
through evolution to create an interactive design framework. 
Branches decrease in width and length per fractal pattern, (especially for plants that grow in a vertical manner) for a structural purpose, as there needs to be a hierarchy of elements in order to support the next fractal pattern of branches. 
For instance, in the typical tree branching pattern, the base of the tree is a lot wider than the next branch, and the same rule extends to the hierarchical pattern of the leaf. 
The angle of the patterns exist internally around 60 degrees to maximize reach for exposure to sunlight, whilst still having enough structure. This pattern also allows for less overlapping of elements with more iterations.
Fractal patterns allow for a simple method for the tree or plant to grow and develop. This simplicity is like an organized chaos. Complexity in nature is less efficient and hence dangerous. 

LEAF DECAY (MIDRIB, VEINS,..) TREE BRANCHES TYPOLOGY DANDELION TREE BRANCHES



-     DESIGN OPTIMIZATION Bio-inspired design or adapting and implementing nature's designs provides an adequate first-order solution to achieving superior mechanical properties. For the branching system, we began by 
imitating the vein, tree branching, nerve systems, tree roots and other arboreal elements. Through these systems, we learned fundamentally how branching is implemented in nature. For instance, commonly branches decrease in width and 
length per fractal pattern, (especially for plants that grow in a vertical manner) for a structural purpose, as there needs to be a hierarchy of elements to support the next fractal pattern of branches. These basic sets of rules will allow us to 
set an optimized framework for our design. 
-     FLEXIBILITY, ADAPTABILITY AND EFFICIENCY Through our observations from branching systems found in nature, we found that fractal patterns allow for a simple and easily replicable method for the tree or plant to 
grow and develop. This is an example of how nature can achieve complex behaviors and applications by using simple materials in a clever way, as all organisms make use of limited raw materials to survive. These behaviors could teach 
architects and designers new solutions to problems that we often see today. Therefore, our inspiration is not only focused on aesthetic qualities, but also inherently on function and behavior. 



BRANCHING SYSTEMS AND HINGE MECHANISMS
The definition of a branch is “a woody structural member connected to but not part of the central trunk of a tree (or sometimes a shrub)”. Through this definition we explored the system in two parts. The first part is using and optimizing 
its characteristics by design and through multiple experiments. The second part details the exploration of the hinge mechanism to make the branching system more flexible and adaptive.

-     OPTIMIZE CHARACTERISTICS Branches decrease in width and length per fractal pattern, (especially for plants that grow in a vertical manner) for a structural purpose, as there needs to be a hierarchy of elements in order 
to support the next fractal pattern of branches. For instance, in the typical tree branching pattern, the base of the tree is a lot wider than the next branch, and the same rule extends to the hierarchical pattern of the leaf.  The angle of the 
patterns exist internally around 60 degrees to maximize reach for exposure to sunlight, whilst still having enough structure. This pattern also allows for less overlapping of elements with more iterations.



HINGE: COMPLIANT MECHANISMS A compliant mechanism is a mechanism that gains at least some of its mobility 
from the deflection of flexible members rather than from movable joints only.

We develop a type of compliant mechanism to add into the branching system: 
Compliant mechanisms have a smaller number of movable joints, such as pin (turning) and sliding joints. This results in 
reduced friction and need for lubrication. Another advantage of compliant mechanisms is the ease in which they are 
miniaturized. Simple microstructures, actuators, and sensors are seeing wide usage, and many other microelectromechanical 
systems show great promise. Also, it is possible to realize a significant reduction in weight by using a compliant mechanism 
over their rigid-body counterparts.



A sensor is a device that responds to physical stimuli (such as heat, light, sound, pressure, magnetic force, or specific movement) and transmits the generated pulses (for measuring or operating controls). We focused on combining human 
interaction, environmental elements, and power systems into our design. Therefore, the research is based on environmental sensors that can be installed in the Arduino board. We will utilize three distinct types of sensors to achieve our 
design. 
 -     PRESSURE SENSOR  Pressure is defined as the force exerted by a cell phone or gas on a surface, and is usually measured in units of force per unit. A sensor is a device that converts a measured quantity into a signal. In most 
cases, the signal is an electrical signal, but it can also be an optical signal. Therefore, a pressure sensor is an instrument that is composed of pressure-sensitive elements that are used to determine the actual pressure applied to the sensor 
(using different working principles) and some components are used to convert this information into an output signal.
-    PHOTORESISTOR The photosensitive detector is the component of the photosensitive device from the photosensitive detector. When the laser is added, it will be discovered. Any photosensitivity found in photosensitivity may 
be very different due to ambient temperature. These decorations or they are suitable for applications that require proper measurement of photons that are sensitive to photosensitivity. There may also be a certain delay in reducing the 
degree of possible consequences, usually about 10 milliseconds.
-     ULTRASONIC SENSOR An ultrasonic sensor is an electronic device that measures the distance of a target object by emitting ultrasonic waves and converts the reflected sound into an electrical signal. The propagation speed 
of ultrasonic waves exceeds the speed of audible sounds (that is, sounds that can be heard by humans). Ultrasonic sensors have two main components: transmitter (using piezoelectric crystals to emit sound) and receiver (receiving sound 
after it passes in and out of the target). To calculate the distance between the sensor and the object, the sensor measures the time from when the transmitter emits a sound to when it makes contact with the receiver.









Infrastructure underpins the design of cities and their architectures. However, the 
“design” of infrastructure is necessarily slow and diffuse as it has significant economic 
societal, political, and economic implications. As a result, the systems that infrastructure 
sets in motion can have lasting impacts that become challenging to undo. This module 
will consider one aspect of infrastructure – food distribution — to ask: 

how can new approaches to infrastructure support new food distribution typologies, 
better integration with local transport systems, and more flexible distribution responses? 
How can challenging latent values of the food supply chain support more equitable, 
convivial, and experientially rich environments?  
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03 EGG PLANT 
ALIMENTARY INFRASTRUCTURE



Got it!  You humans should 
eat more eggs to supple-
ment the necessary protein 
to make your physical 
fitness better!

You can increase your egg 
production and egg quality 
by eating more feed and 
more nutrition.

Awesome!  The eggs in my 
house are almost gone.  I 
will buy more and store 
them in case the farm is 
temporarily closed.

Fresh eggs shipped 
from the farm today!  
Both pollution-free eggs 
and cage-free eggs are 
available!  Different egg 
prices are different!

Which eggs can be sold 
directly?  Which ones can 
be processed in depth?

Eggs with hard shells that 
are not broken can be sold 
directly.  Those eggs with 
soft or thin shells and 
broken eggs need to be 
processed into by-prod-
ucts.ent!

I can lay an egg every 26 
hours, and the egg pro-
duction rate is highest 
when I grow to about 8 
months.



The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed three problematic aspects of the global food supply chain: the words global; supply; and 
chain. Global capital has distorted foodways beyond recognition; supply implies that the issues are about quantity when they are 
really about distribution, and the chain metaphor smooths over the complex interdependencies of logistics, foreclosing alternatives 
in the process. The food supply chain is one of the pillars of the economy but, as Deborah Cowen and Winona LaDuke argue, 
rather than something abstract, the “economy” is how we live. This studio module will borrow their term, “alimentary infrastructure,” 
to explore how physical systems designed to support and nourish could lead to another kind of urbanism. 





03 CONDOM CLOUD
INSTALLATION OF RECYCLED CONDOM 

 Forty-three thousand five hundred condoms are being recalled during the 
manufacturing process, and 940,000 condoms expire in the United States stores 
per year. These condoms cannot be recycled directly in the factory, because they 
have lubricants and other additions on the surfaces. Thus, we raised the question 
that, instead of ending up in the landfill, how could these discarded condoms 
serve a new function to prolong their meanings, and how could they develop 
their features in a new possibility? 
We anticipate that the pavilion will be installed in Lighthouse Park on Roosevelt 
Island.Taking advantage of the flexible characteristic of condoms (it can be 
stretched to 62.4 inches maximum, be filled with 25 liters of water, and is high 
resistance to friction and abrasion), we create a flexible pavilion which can be 
reshaped by interacting with people as well as the wind.
The pavilion has three layers of condoms vertically. The top layer is the 
condoms with hydrogen. It can show different shapes over time responding to 
the surroundings and wind. The middle layer is at the same height as human 
genital areas, which has a certain metaphor that refers to gender differentiation. 
This layer consists of three or four condoms in each unit. As we enter in, walk, 
or even push the condom units, the middle layer can be formed by our actions. 
And the bottom layer is the condoms with the gravity provided by water to set 
on the ground. In such a way, by applying the condom’s characteristics on a 
pavilion, we discovered the new interactions between condoms and people and 
made the pavilion adaptive to the surrounding environments.

RESEARCH TEAM: Junfu Cui; Hanxi Yang; Yangli Hu; Zhongyuan Liu





FIRST LAYER: 

SECOND LAYER: 

THIRD LAYER TYPE A:

THIRD LAYER TYPE B:

THIRD LAYER TYPE C:

Water condom as anchor

Different density for different module

Moveable all direction top
layer c

Moveable two direction top
layer condom

Fixed top layer condom

3RD.LAYER: CONDOMS FILLED WITH HYDROGEN

STRUCTURE LAYER:

2ND.LAYER: CONDOMS FILLED WITH AIR

TIGHT TO LOOSE EXPERIENCE

1ST.LAYER: CONDOMS FILLED WITH WATER

By controlling the binding of shoelaces and condoms to 
create a form that can swing with the wind.

We use shoelaces to tie the condoms together, the 
condoms on the same vertical ordinate are tied 
together as one module.

Taking advantage of the deformable characteristics 
of condoms, we have created a deformable space. 
The shape of the space depends on the actions and 
states of the people inside. 

We put different density condoms to create different 
atmospheres in the pavillion.

Using the gravity to hold the flying condoms 
above the grid system.
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